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Mutual Support for Each Other As Writers 

 

Sharing your work and feedback with other writers can be a very 

rewarding experience. Who else besides other writers has the 

patience to let you prattle on about your stories and discuss them 

in minute detail? 

 

It can also be a great teaching tool both for the writer and for the 

one giving feedback.  

 

Or it can be a nightmare. 

 

Do your part to make it a positive and engaging learning 

experience by showing respect to the writers who are giving and 

getting feedback. 

 

The following pages contain reminders to keep in the forefront as 

we work together to help each other develop the best project we 

are each capable of writing.  

The Big “C” - Criticism 



Start with Positive Feedback 

 

It is always helpful to start with the most positive comments you 

can give before sharing more critical ones. The positive comments 

serve to validate the writer and let her or him know that there is 

something to appreciate in the work as well as something to work 

on.  

 

Starting with positive feedback also helps the writer to feel that 

you are on his or her side and your comments are meant to be 

constructive. 

Giving Feedback 



Negative Feedback 

 

Most writers have fragile egos. Negative feedback can be 

devastating. More than once I‘ve been heard to say, ―I‗ll never 

write again.‖ I know people who have actually stopped writing 

because of criticism they didn‘t understand.  

 

The trick to giving good feedback is clarity. Be clear when 

critiquing as to what you see as the problem. Be specific. Discuss 

the writing in terms of the work and avoid interjecting feedback 

from personal biases. While difficult not to input personal 

opinions and prejudice into comments, the writer is better served 

by unbiased comments.  

 

At all costs avoid anything that could be construed as an attack. It 

is better to back off and stop giving feedback if you see clues the 

writer is becoming upset, either by what they say in verbal cues 

and do or by a change in demeanor. Look for non-verbal cues. 



1. Set ground rules for the group, and make sure they are clear 

to everyone, then stick to them so that everyone feels they 

are being treated equally. 

2. Realize everyone is at a different stage in their writing. Judge 

whether the writer is experienced or a novice and guide your 

comments accordingly. Don‘t overwhelm the newbie by 

addressing every flaw. Pick out one or two things that would 

be helpful. 

3. Ask the writer what type of feedback they are looking for and 

then try to confine your comments to those specific areas. It 

probably isn‘t as helpful to give feedback on characterization 

if the writer is looking for feedback on structure and isn‘t 

working on character development yet. 

4. Always start with positive comments. If you can‘t find 

anything positive, maybe you aren‘t the right person to be 

giving feedback on this work. 

10 Guidelines for “Giving” Feedback 



5. Be clear. If you can‘t offer feedback as to the specific problem, 

then let the writer know that something is jarring or 

confusing you as clearly as you can, but say you aren‘t sure 

what the problem is. Don‘t elaborate by guessing reasons 

that could throw the writer off track. 

6. Show up and stay until the end. It is incredibly rude, arrogant, 

and selfish to show up, ask to go first, then leave as soon as 

your work has been discussed because you ―have to be 

somewhere else.‖ 

7. Once you realize someone is being abusive in their 

comments, put a stop to it. Suggest that maybe it‘s time to 

move to the next writer or that the comments seem to be 

straying into bias and personal opinion or maybe ―we‖ are 

overwhelming the writer or just ask the one giving feedback 

to tone it down. Don‘t be the cause of discouraging the writer 

and don‘t let others in your group be either. 

10 Guidelines for “Giving” Feedback – con’t 



8. Limit your comments to three or less. If there are six to eight 

people or more in your group, a writer can easily be 

overwhelmed even if only receiving one comment per person. 

9. Don‘t monopolize the feedback. Take your turn, be succinct 

and clear, then let the next person have their turn without 

further comment from you, unless you really can help to 

better articulate the feedback.  

10. Be as respectful of others as you want them to be of you. 

Don‘t take out your bad day or the negative feedback you 

received on the next writer. 

10 Guidelines for “Giving” Feedback – con’t 



Separating Worthwhile from Worthless Feedback 

 

Always ask for clarification when you don‘t understand the feedback. 

 

Consider the source and the intent of the feedback. A negative 

comment can help your writing or hurt your writing – if you allow it. 

 

Negative feedback should be considered for its potential value and 

ignored when inappropriate. Ask yourself:  

 

• Does this person have a bias? 

• Does this person‘s comments tend to be negative in general? 

• Does the comment confuse me? 

• Does something in the comment ring true that can be used to 

improve the work? 

• Will changes made to the work from this person‘s comments 

give me a positive or a negative feeling about the work? 

• Will the feedback keep me from continuing to write on this 

project? 

Getting Feedback 



Separating Worthwhile from Worthless Feedback – con’t 

 

I once read a scathing NY Times review about John Grisham‘s A 
Painted House. The reviewer criticized how Grisham obviously 

didn‘t know what he was talking about in regard to cotton 

farming.  

 

My father was a cotton farmer in the West. In my opinion the 

reviewer obviously didn‘t have broad experience in this industry. 

Perhaps his impressions came from books. From my experiences, 

Grisham was right on target.  

 

Someone who didn‘t know better may have believed the 

reviewer‘s negative criticism because he spoke authoritatively as 

an experienced reviewer. Having expertise in reviewing didn‘t give 

him expertise in farming. Sounding authoritative doesn‘t make 

one an authority. 



Separating Worthwhile from Worthless Feedback – con’t 

 

Then there are the cynics whose criticism is more about their 

arrogance and negativity and less about your work. Your writing 

just gave them a platform to spout their vitriolic opinions.  

 

Avoid critiques from these types of individuals. No matter how 

much they sound like they know what they are talking about. Even 

if you find yourself wanting their approval, they are most likely 

never going to be your audience. Don‘t waste your writing energy 

and damage your own writing compass—your intuition—trying to 

meet their expectations. 

 

All of these stories are to say that harsh and negative criticism 

happens to everyone and it can be devastating or it can be turned 

into a positive if you do not allow your gut response to obey your 

emotional response. 



Feedback with  Opposing Opinions  

 

When those giving feedback have opposing views, rather than 

being devastated or confused, consider that work which causes 

passionate and opposite responses may have touched a hot 

button or be something very controversial worth pursuing. 

 

Recently, I had this type of experience in a group of actors and 

writers. Some of the actors had just performed the first few pages 

of my work. Immediately following the moderator gave his 

comments which were completely negative. He hated the work. 

 

I mean where do you go from there?  



Feedback with  Opposing Opinions –con’t 

 

His comments were followed by very passionate comments 

from a group of about 40 people. Several disliked the work, but 

many loved the little they had seen and wanted more.  

 

It was a very difficult session to sit through, especially 

considering nearly 40 opinions with multiple comments and 

pages of notes that came so fast I couldn‘t write them all down. 

It was overwhelming.  

 

I had to put what I preach into practice and figure out how to 

turn this into a positive. What I realized was that what 

mattered was the tenor of the comments, the intense passion. I 

had written on a topic that evoked strong emotion and got 

people interested and talking – that‘s a provocative story.  



Maybe Cutting That Bad Scene Is a Bad Idea 

 

In one graduate course I worked on a screenplay about an idea I 

really liked. One day the instructor was giving me feedback and 

told me to ―Cut that scene, it‘s terrible!‖  

 

I knew it was a bad scene, but had chosen to keep it in for awhile. 

When I followed his advice and cut it, I lost interest in the story.  

 

I finally realized that there was something in that bad scene that 

was meaningful to me in relationship to the story, I just hadn‘t 

figured out what that was yet. If I had kept it in, I would have 

needed to fix it and eventually figured out how to make it better 

as well as why it was important to my story. 

 

I‘ve worked with writers and suggested they cut scenes, when they 

tell me, ―I don‘t want to get rid of it,‖ I respond, ―Then find out 

why it‘s important and make it better.‖ 

 

Once understood and developed, sometimes those bad scenes 

become some of the best writing in the entire story. 



Your Responsibility in Getting Feedback 

 

Listen to what is being said and try to understand what could be 

helpful. Basically you have to learn to flush comments that are 

hurtful or seem off track.  

 

• Listen for what rings true.  

• What does your gut tell you?  

• Don‘t go against your own instinct.  

• Don‘t knowingly share your work with people who are 

destructive. 

 

 

And finally, if you can‘t handle a level of appropriate 

criticism, don‘t waste other‘s time by asking for it. 



1. Only give a very brief setup before your work is read, for 

example, a brief synopsis or logline that you might write on 

the back cover to entice a reader to your story. Too much 

information can cause the feedback to be colored by what 

you say rather than by what you write.  

2. Clarify at the beginning what stage of development you are 

in, then ask for specific feedback that would be helpful to in 

this stage. Ask whether you made the point you wanted to 

make clear?  

3. Listen to the feedback objectively. Allow people to make their 

comments without arguing. Wait until the end to offer any 

explanations, unless you are asked a specific question. 

4. See comments as a way to help improve the writing, take 

what you can use and discard the rest. If confused or hurt, 

take some time to absorb the comments without reading 

through your notes. Let your memory and intuition work 

together to guide you. Don‘t dwell on unclear or destructive 

comments, especially if you tend to get blocked easily. 

10 Guidelines for “Getting” Feedback 



5. Just because someone is self-assured doesn‘t make him or her 

right. Albeit confident in his or her own opinion, it could be 

that no one else agrees, but everyone else is afraid to 

disagree with someone who sounds like they know what they 

are talking about. 

6. Do not sit through a negative attack or accept feedback 

beyond what is comfortable for you. Simply say, ―Thank you, 

but I think that is enough for me to consider for now.‖ You 

don‘t have to sit through abuse to prove you are a mature 

writer, being open-minded, or taking feedback seriously. 

7. Not all comments are helpful and clear. Ask for an 

explanation when you don‘t understand. If the comment 

cannot be explained, the person making the comment might 

be addressing the wrong problem. 

10 Guidelines for “Getting” Feedback – con’t 



8. Listen for comments that are similar in nature or referring to 

the same text. This indicates a problem, though not everyone 

may be able to articulate what that problem is or give clear 

suggestions for fixing it. It‘s up to you to keep asking 

questions and working on the solution. 

9. When receiving diverse opinions about the same text, don‘t 

try to take everyone‘s advice. It may be that you have written 

something controversial and full of tension. So don‘t change 

it to make everyone more comfortable.  

10. Know your theme and what you are writing about, what you 

really are trying to say, so that you can judge comments as to 

whether they are constructive or whether following them will 

derail your story. 

10 Guidelines for “Getting” Feedback – con’t 



Leading Critique Sessions 

 

Most writing groups have someone who serves as a moderator, 

either by choice or by silent vote. That person becomes 

responsible for the tone, attitude, fairness, goals, and viability of 

the group. The moderator should immediately stop inappropriate 

critiquing and behavior. 

 

Once in a grad course, in which the rest of the students were 

younger and had a different life view than I had, they didn‘t like 

the topic I was writing about. When it came time to critique my 

work, it was a real blood-letting, each comment worse than the 

last.  

 

The instructor should have stopped it, but didn‘t. She did, 

however, tell me that I never had to bring anything else into class 

to share.  

Tips for Moderating Critique Groups 



Leading Critique Sessions – con’t 

 

In another class, a student once got up and started mimicking my 

dialogue and shimmying around mocking what I‘d written. The 

instructor immediately stopped it and called for her work next, 

then demolished her. Even I felt bad for her.  

 

Both of these examples say something about how the person in 

charge handled the situation inappropriately. A moderator should 

be on the lookout for hurtful, insensitive, or mocking comments.  



Leading Critique Sessions– con’t 

 

Often you can tell when the feedback has gone too far by the 

reaction of the writer. The writer may shut down and become very 

quiet or do the opposite and become argumentative. A writer who 

is arguing isn‘t listening and there is no point in continuing to give 

feedback. 

 

Because of the emotional connection most writers have with their 

work and the high level of sensitivity and tension that sometimes 

occurs, the moderator should find ways to manage the tension, 

maybe through encouraging humor and light-heartedness, when 

appropriate. Humor has a way of diffusing negativity and 

softening comments that might be hurtful to more sensitive 

writers. However, avoid ridiculing the work for a laugh at the 

writer‘s expense.  

 

And remember, not all writers show their sensitivity, but can still 

be deeply wounded by negative comments about work they‘ve 

poured their heart and soul into. Look for non-verbal as well as 

verbal cues. 



1. Set the guidelines or rules for the group at the start of the 

group, either by consensus or by whatever authority the 

group gives you to develop them. Write the guidelines out 

and have them signed with a copy for the group moderator 

or scribe to keep on file and a copy for the writer. The 

purpose of written guidelines is for everyone to be clear on 

the expectations and goals of the group. At the beginning of 

each meeting, go over the rules quickly as a brief reminder of 

the expectations for getting and giving feedback. 

2. Be fair and consistent in setting the number of pages to be 

sent out for feedback or for the number of minutes for each 

writer to read his or her work.  

3. Set a time limit for critiquing and then for the writer to 

respond. 

10 Tips for “Moderating” Feedback 



4. Set in advance the number of writers whose work will be 

critiqued during the group‘s meeting. It is unfair to allow 

someone to anxiously await their turn and then for time to 

run out because one or two people dominated the time 

available. 

5. Encourage each writer to set a goal that the group can urge 

her or him to meet. Setting goals is one of the ways to help 

writers develop their skills and advance toward publication. 

6. Consider starting each session with a brief tip on writing, 

information on a new article or book, or by doing a writing 

exercise. Limit this to the first 5 to 15 minutes. 

7. Set aside time for members of the group to share their 

successes or disappointments, but  set a time limit on these 

announcements. 

10 Tips for “Moderating” Feedback – con’t 



8. Do not tolerate rudeness in any form. As moderator, it is up 

to you to step in diplomatically and put a stop to it and move 

the meeting forward. Critique sessions often create tension 

and the moderator must not allow that tension to escalate. 

Simply remind the group that ―this conversation is going 

outside of the boundaries we have set.‖ 

9. Decide in advance how visitors will be handled. Will they be 

allowed to participate or will they need to attend ―x‖ number 

of meetings before sharing their work. Remind them that 

each person must respect the privacy and ownership of the 

work and not share what was read or discussed outside of the 

group. 

10. Do not allow members to come in, ask to be first, then 

immediately leave. Participation in a writing group is both a 

privilege and a responsibility. Part of that participation is 

being there for your fellow writers and joining in the 

discussion to help other members. 

10 Tips for “Moderating” Feedback – con’t 



Our group, ___________[name of group]_______________, has formed for the purpose 

of helping writers to meet the following goals: 

1.______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Our meetings take place at __________[location/s]_____          ________________________ 

on _____[day of week]_____________________________at ________[time]_________. 

 

Contact: ___________[name]____________________________ 

                ___________[phone #]_______________ 

                __________[email address]_______________________________________ 

 

Work to be critiqued will be limited to ________ pages [or time limit for readings] 

and will be distributed by [email or paper copies, etc.] [at the meeting or in 

advance, etc.] to be read [in advance or at the meeting, etc.]  

 

If you cannot attend a meeting, please be courteous and contact ___ [name]______ 

[number]_______. [If writing is submitted to the group in advance, you may choose 

to add: ―Please send your feedback to the writer at your earliest convenience.‖] 

Sample “Group” Guidelines Agreement 



In order to meet the goals listed above and to provide the best creative writing 

atmosphere for all members, we have set the following guidelines for our 

meetings and conduct at those meetings: 

1.______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.______________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.______________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Each member will respect the ownership, privacy, and confidentiality of the 

writing of all members and will not discuss another member‘s work or personal 

comments about their writing or lives outside of the meeting. 

 

Visitors will be/will not be allowed to attend meetings Criteria for new members 

joining the group will be: 

[Consider things like the level of development of your group‘s writing; number of 

publications if any; number of members you want to limit your group or expand 

to; number of visits before joining the group, etc.] 

1.______________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.______________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Sample “Group” Guidelines Agreement – con’t 



[If you intend to charge fees.] 

Fees for membership in this group are $________ per month/quarter/annually and 

will be collected upon joining and paid according to schedule to remain a 

member in good standing. The purpose of the fees is to cover [whatever you 

determine the costs to operate your group are, possibly for refreshments, 

copying, membership cards, brochures, workshops, etc.] 

 

As a member of this writing group, I have read these guidelines and I agree to 

follow them for how I give and receive feedback at our meetings. I also agree to 

treat all members and visitors with respect and to expect the same respect in 

return. I realize that not all writers are at the same level in their development, but 

as a member of this group I will do my best to help and encourage other 

members to achieve the next level in their writing through giving clear and 

helpful feedback. 

 

 

 [Name] _____________________________________________          [Date]_____________________ 

Sample “Group” Guidelines Agreement – con’t 



[Name] ______________________________________________            [Date]___________________ 

[Name of Project]_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

I am in an early/midway/advanced draft of this story and would like for your to 

consider 1 to 3 of the following items:  

 

□ Story structure                   □ Characterization            □ Character Behaviors  

□ Action/reaction works       □ Tension                           □ Pacing 

□ Dialogue                             □ Clarity of ideas               □ Clarity of theme 

□ Language                           □ Sentence structure        □ Other 

 

What did you like? ___________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What comments can you give me about the checked items above? _______________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Writers’ Sample Feedback Request Form 



Was there any areas you found unclear or confusing? ______________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What additional comments can you give me? _______________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

[A Specific Question]______________________________? __________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Other Comments? ____________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Writer’s Sample Feedback Request Form – con’t 



by Nancy Ellen Dodd 

5.0 out of 5 stars Get your story mapped!, December 13, 2011  

By sayang  on Amazon.com 

This little book with wonderful graphic layout delivers exactly what it promises (somewhat rare 

these days). It leads you from a story map to as far as to your finished first draft. For a strictly 

non-outliner (like me), the story map is an amazing tool (no exaggeration here). One of my 

favorite writing books and definitely recommended.  

5.0 out of 5 stars Great Book for Writing Instructors., October 4, 2011  

By S. Heisser  on Amazon.com 

The Writer's Compass: From Story Map to Finished Draft in 7 stages presents the writing 

process in easy to follow fully developed steps geared toward use by beginning to intermediate 

writers and those who teach these writers. Everytime I go through the book I pick up a new tip 

or adage to use. This book is a must have for your writing resource shelf.  

A Sampling of Feedback for The Writer’s Compass: 

From Story Map to Finished Draft in 7 Stages 

5.0 out of 5 stars The Writer's Compass, September 5, 2011  

By Judy M. Iwen "Wander Dust" (Kirkland, WA) on Amazon.com 

Perfect book for getting to the heart of what is necessary in writing a novel. A must for anyone 

who is serious about writing and serious about getting published.  

2011/12/30 at 5:28 pm comment from http://nancyellendodd.com 

Dear Ms Dodd, bless you for authoring “The Writer’s Compass.” I purchased my copy through Amazon. I’ve had a story in my gut for 

way too long. After preparing copies notes and character biographies on the five main characters. I’ve found “compass” is the tool 

I’ve been looking for,. I just got my copy two weeks ago and am already into State 2. I have done all the exercises you recommended. 

Thanks again, dear lady, for a useful tool. JJ Hinojosa, GySgt USMC (Ret) 

Newport Beach Independent, book review by Edie Crabtree, “Bringing Your Inner Writer to Life” 

A very well mapped out book, “Compass” covers every topic necessary to see a writing project through to completion, including 

simply setting time aside to write, and not letting the distractions of everyday life keep us from fulfilling our goals. 

Sold in book stores and online around the world 
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